
RETAIL ESSENTIALS

No one likes making a bed but some people 
really must have help with bed making.

Made of recylable, durable polypropylene, the Bed MadeEZ does 
all the lifting, eliminating strain to the back and shoulders when 
changing linens.  With its ergonomic design it effortlessly lifts the 
mattress as the device is inserted between the mattress and box 
spring and holds it in an elevated position giving ample room to tuck 
in sheets and blankets. 

And the nifty tool does a lot more than that.  Use it to tuck in sheets, 
place bed skirts and it even makes removing sheets a breeze.  Made 
in the USA.  Buy as a single unit or as a bed making kit.

  The 66 million people in the 
U.S. suffering with arthritis and 
osteoporosis.

  The 19 million Americans using 
health or mobility aids to live and 
independent lifestyle.

  The 6 million pregnant women 
in the U.S.(women are restricted 
from lifting <25lbs. during and 
immediately after pregnancy). 

  Nurses and caregivers, who top the 
list of occupations most at risk of 
back injuries.

The Bed MadeEZ Lifts And Holds 
Any Size Mattress
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The Bed MadeEZ Takes The Pain Out of Making A Bed

The kit contains:
2 - Bed Makers
1 - Storage Bag

Bed MadeEZ® Bed Maker

Videos and supporting POS material 
available

Bed MadeEZ® Mattress Lifter (PRICE BASED ON QUANTITIES)

 PRODUCT                                             SKU#               CASE QTY.        UNIT PRICE          CASE WT.             CARTON SIZE

 Bed MadeEZ in Poly Bag      11151            12            $9.75             9 lbs.           16 x 14 x 8

 Bed MadeEZ on Hookcard    11160            12            $10.00          10 lbs.         18 x 16 x 8

Bed Making Kit                      11120           12            $17.50          32 lbs.         24 x 18 x 18 
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